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Transcriptional activation often requires the rapid assembly of
complexes between dimeric transcription factors and specific DNA
sites. Here we show that members of the basic region leucine
zipper and basic region helix–loop– helix zipper transcription factor
families follow an assembly pathway in which two protein monomers bind DNA sequentially and form their dimerization interface
while bound to DNA. Nonspecific protein or DNA competitors have
little effect on the rate of assembly along this pathway, but slow
a competing pathway in which preformed dimers bind DNA. The
sequential monomer-binding pathway allows the protein to search
for and locate a specific DNA site more quickly, resulting in greater
specificity prior to equilibrium.

A

Materials and Methods
Peptides and DNA. Activating transcription factor 2 (ATF-2)350 –505
SH
(ref. 11) and Max22–113 (ref. 12) have been reported. Max22–105

Fig. 1.

Two pathways for binding bZIP and bHLHZip proteins to DNA.

(ref. 12) contained residues 22–105 of Max with the amino acid
sequence Gly-Gly-Cys-Asp appended to the C terminus.
SFlu
was produced by alkylation of the unique cysteine in
Max22–105
SH
with 5-iodoacetamidofluorescein (Molecular Probes)
Max22–105
SS
was proand was purified by reverse-phase HPLC. Max22–105
SH
and was purified by reverseduced by oxidation of Max22–105
phase HPLC. DNA sequences employed were as follows: CRE24,
d(AGTGGAGATGACGTCATCTCGTGC), Ebox22, d(GTGTAGGCCACGTGACCGGGTG), and hsEbox22, d(GTGTAGGCCTAGTGACCGGGTG).
CD Experiments. Equilibrium CD spectra were acquired at 25°C on
an Aviv 62DS spectrophotometer, and ellipticity at 222 nm was
plotted as a function of protein concentration. Each data point

Abbreviations: bZip, basic region leucine zipper; bHLHZip, basic region helix–loop– helix
zipper; ATF-2, activating transcription factor 2.
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ctivation of transcription requires the formation of large,
multicomponent protein–DNA complexes (1). These complexes choose their route of assembly from many potential
pathways. In vivo, the pathway chosen will depend on the
availability of components and the relative rate constants of
individual steps along each pathway, as well as on the propensities of intermediates to engage in alternative interactions with
other nuclear components (2). Some of these alternative interactions can be nonproductive or even detrimental, whereas
others might allow productive retargeting of a transcription
factor in response to cellular stimuli.
Many transcription factors bind DNA to form dimeric (2:1)
protein–DNA complexes. Examples include basic region leucine
zipper (bZIP) proteins and basic region helix–loop–helix zipper
(bHLHZip) proteins. For these proteins, there exist two limiting
pathways that may describe the route of complex assembly (Fig. 1).
The protein can dimerize first, then associate with DNA (dimer
pathway), or can follow a pathway in which two monomers bind
DNA sequentially and assemble their dimerization interface while
bound to DNA (monomer pathway) (3–10). Because these transcription factors (or their derivatives) often have been observed in
dimeric form in the absence of DNA, complex assembly has been
assumed to proceed via the dimer pathway. Here we show that, for
members of the bZIP and bHLHZip families, the rate of DNA
binding is rapid and cannot be accounted for by assembly through
the dimer pathway. For these proteins, we propose that DNA
binding occurs via the monomer pathway. Furthermore, we show
that excess nonspecific protein or DNA competitors, even at low
concentrations, slow the dimer pathway but not the monomer
pathway. By minimizing apportionment of a transcription factor
into incorrect, nonspecific complexes prior to equilibrium, the
monomer pathway allows for rapid identification of a specific DNA
site in response to cellular stimuli. Therefore, not only does the
monomer pathway allow for faster assembly of certain bZIP and
bHLHZip transcription factor dimer–DNA complexes, it also provides an efficient means of discriminating between specific and
nonspecific DNA target sites. This method of kinetic discrimination
has implications for the regulation of transcription by both cellular
and viral proteins.

represented the average of three independent trials. The data were
2
fit to the equation (13): 2M0fm
⫹ fmKdim ⫺ Kdim ⫽ 0, where M0 ⫽
[protein]Total, Kdim ⫽ the equilibrium dissociation constant of the
protein dimer, and fm ⫽ the fraction of the total CD signal observed
[(⌰observed ⫺ ⌰max)兾(⌰min ⫺ ⌰max)]. For both ATF-2350–505 and
Max22–113, equivalent Kdim values were also determined by fluorescence polarization. ATF-2350–505 CD spectra were acquired in 1⫻
PBS (1.4 mM KH2PO4兾4.3 mM Na2HPO4兾2.7 mM KCl兾137 mM
NaCl, pH 7.4) containing 1 mM DTT. Max22–113 spectra were
acquired in 1⫻ PBS. CD experiments performed in the presence of
1⫻ PBS containing 5% glycerol and 1 mM EDTA demonstrated
that these two components did not increase the amount of ␣-helical
structure within Max22–113.
To monitor the Max22–113 monomer–dimer transition by CD,
a solution of [Max22–113]Total ⫽ 50 M was diluted 50-fold into
PBS buffer at 25°C and the negative ellipticity at 222 nm was
monitored as a function of time. Each point was averaged over
20 sec and corrected for the signal arising from buffer.
Stopped-Flow Fluorescence. To monitor the kinetics of the ATF-

2350 –505 monomer–dimer transition, a solution of ATF-2350 –505 in
1⫻ PBS containing 1 mM DTT was diluted 10-fold and the
intrinsic tryptophan fluorescence was monitored as a function of
time. Each point represented the average of data accumulated
over 0.2 sec. Kinetic traces were acquired at 25°C on a KinTek
SF-2001 stopped-flow spectrophotometer with an excitation
wavelength of 280 nm, and emission was monitored at 340 nm
with a 12-nm bandpass filter (Corion, Holliston, MA). Relaxation rates (1兾) were determined from the fit to a single
exponential and represented the average of at least 50 independent experiments at each concentration between 10 and 30 M
ATF-2350 –505. Data were fit to the linearized rate equation 1兾 ⫽
4k3(ATF-2350 –505)monomer ⫹ k⫺3 (14) to determine k3 and k⫺3.
To monitor [ATF-2350 –505]2䡠CRE24 association kinetics, a
200-nM solution of ATF-2350 –505 was mixed rapidly with 100 nM
CRE24 and the fluorescence was monitored as a function of time.
Each point represented the average of data accumulated over 0.2
sec. The relaxation rate (1兾) was determined from the fit to a
single exponential and represented the average of 50 independent experiments. Simulations of the monomer and dimer
pathways were performed by using KINTEKSIM software (15).
The starting dimer concentration used to simulate the dimer
pathway was defined by either k⫺3兾k3 or Kdim.
SFlu
Stopped-Flow Polarization. A solution of 5 M Max22–105 was
diluted 10-fold into 1⫻ PBS at 25°C, and the fluorescence
anisotropy was monitored as a function of time (16). Each point
represented the average of data accumulated over 0.5 sec.

Electrophoretic Mobility-Shift Experiments. Max22–113 was incu-

bated in binding buffer (1⫻ PBS containing 0.1% Nonidet P-40,
400 g兾ml BSA, 5% glycerol, and 1 mM EDTA) for 30 min at
25°C. [32P]Ebox22 was added to a concentration of 50 pM, and
the reaction was followed by loading aliquots on a nondenaturing
8% (49:1) polyacrylamide gel. Radioactivity was quantified by
using a STORM 840 PhosphorImager (Molecular Dynamics).
Simulations of the monomer and dimer pathways were performed by using KINTEKSIM software (15). For experiments
comparing the rate of binding through the monomer and dimer
SS
pathways, a mixture of 8 nM Max22–113 and 1.9 nM Max22–105
was
incubated for 30 min at 25°C in binding buffer in the absence or
presence of 10 nM hsEbox22. To each reaction was added 2 nM
[32P]Ebox22, and the partitioning of [32P]Ebox22 into complexes
SS
with Max22–113 and Max22–105
was monitored as a function of
time. The reactions were followed by electrophoresis as described above. Analogous experiments were performed with
either 0.57 g兾ml calf thymus DNA or 22.7 g兾ml HeLa cell
nuclear extracts (Promega) as the competitor.
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Fig. 2. Analysis of ATF-2350 –505 monomer– dimer equilibrium and kinetics
and [ATF-2350 –505]2䡠CRE24 association kinetics. (A) ATF-2350 –505 monomer–
dimer equilibrium analyzed by CD. (B) ATF-2350 –505 monomer– dimer kinetics
analyzed by stopped-flow fluorescence spectroscopy. A solution of [ATF-2350 –
505]Total ⫽ 30 M was diluted 10-fold, and the fluorescence was monitored as
a function of time. (Inset) Relaxation rate as a function of [ATF-2350 –
505]monomer. (C) [ATF-2350 –505]2䡠CRE24 association kinetics analyzed by stoppedflow fluorescence spectroscopy. A 200-nM solution of ATF-2350 –505 was mixed
rapidly with 100 nM CRE24, and the fluorescence was monitored as a function
of time. The relaxation rate (1兾) was determined from the fit to a single
exponential. Simulations of binding of CRE24 by ATF-2350 –505 via the monomer
(solid line) and dimer pathways are shown. The concentration of [ATF-2350 –
505]2 at the start of the simulation along the dimer pathway was defined either
by the ratio k⫺3兾k3 determined by fluorescence (dotted line) or by Kdim
determined by equilibrium CD measurements (dashed line). In neither case
can the dimer pathway account for the rate of DNA binding.

Results and Discussion
The bZIP Protein ATF-2350 –505 Follows the Monomer Pathway to Bind
DNA. Our previous studies showed that DNA binding by certain

bZIP peptides (17) could not proceed through the dimer pathway; additional experiments provided evidence that the monoKohler et al.

mer pathway was followed (4). These bZIP element peptides
formed coiled coils characterized by low thermodynamic stabilities. To evaluate whether a bZIP protein capable of forming a
stable coiled coil would also follow the monomer pathway, we
studied a 156-residue fragment of ATF-2 (ref. 18), ATF-2350 –505.
The CD spectrum of ATF-2350 –505 was consistent with a fully
helical dimerization region at concentrations greater than 10 M
(Fig. 2A). At lower concentrations, the ATF-2350 –505 dimer
dissociated into unstructured monomers (Kdim ⫽ 3 M) that
Kohler et al.

The bHLHZip Protein Max Follows the Monomer Pathway to Bind DNA.

We performed an analogous set of experiments with the bHLHZip protein Max (21) to examine whether a protein possessing
a more globular dimerization domain also preferred the monomer pathway. The CD spectrum of Max22–113 was consistent with
a fully helical dimerization domain at concentrations greater than
10 M. At lower concentrations, the Max22–113 dimer dissociated
into unstructured monomers (Kdim ⫽ 0.6 M) (22, 23) that were
detected by an increase in ellipticity at 222 nm (Fig. 3A).
The kinetics of the Max22–113 monomer–dimer transition were
monitored using CD and fluorescence polarization spectroscopy. The Max22–113 dimer was formed at concentrations
above 5 M, diluted rapidly, and the ellipticity at 222 nm or the
extent of fluorescence polarization was monitored. Initial fluorescence polarization experiments (24) using a fluoresceinSFlu
labeled Max derivative, Max22–105
, indicated that relaxation was
⫺1
slow (1兾 ⬍ 0.002 s ; Fig. 3B Inset). A precise relaxation rate
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Fig. 3. Analysis of Max22–113 monomer– dimer equilibrium and kinetics and
[Max22–113]2䡠Ebox22 association kinetics. (A) Max22–113 monomer– dimer equilibrium analyzed by CD. (B) Max22–113 monomer– dimer kinetics analyzed by CD
and stopped-flow fluorescence. A 50-M solution of Max22–113 was diluted
50-fold into PBS buffer at 25°C, and the negative ellipticity at 222 nm was
SFlu
monitored as a function of time. (Inset) Max22–105
monomer– dimer relaxation
kinetics monitored by stopped-flow fluorescence polarization within the first
SFlu
200 sec of the reaction. A solution of 5 M Max22–105
was diluted 10-fold into
PBS buffer at 25°C, and the fluorescence anisotropy was monitored as a
function of time. (C) Association of 1 nM (E) and 2 nM (䊐) Max22–113 with 50
pM Ebox22 at 25°C. Each point represented the average of at least three
independent experiments. Error bars shown represent the SD. Similar association kinetics were observed with a 135-bp DNA fragment containing a single
Ebox site (CACGTG). Simulations of binding of Ebox22 by Max22–113 via the
monomer (solid lines) and dimer (dashed lines) pathways are shown.

were detected by an increase in ellipticity at 222 nm. The kinetics
of the ATF-2350 –505 monomer–dimer transition were determined
by using stopped-flow fluorescence spectroscopy. The ATF2350 –505 dimer was formed at concentrations above 10 M and
diluted rapidly, and the intrinsic tryptophan fluorescence was
monitored to determine the rate of relaxation from dimer to
monomer (Fig. 2B). The time-dependent increase in fluorescence was fit to a single exponential to determine the relaxation
rate, 1兾, at each concentration. Association (k3) and dissociation (k⫺3) rate constants of 1.9 ⫻ 105 M⫺1䡠s⫺1 and 0.05 s⫺1 were
derived from a plot of 1兾 vs. the concentration of ATF-2350 –505
monomer (14) (Fig. 2B Inset). The ratio k⫺3兾k3 (0.3 M) was
comparable to the Kdim value determined in equilibrium experiments (3 M).
To evaluate whether the ATF-2350 –505 dimer could function as
an intermediate during formation of a specific DNA complex, we
monitored association of ATF-2350 –505 with the oligonucleotide
duplex CRE24 by stopped-flow fluorescence spectroscopy. Equilibrium measurements showed that the intrinsic fluorescence of
ATF-2350 –505 diminished upon binding to CRE24 (data not
shown). Kinetic experiments showed that binding of 200 nM
ATF-2350 –505 and 100 nM CRE24 occurred rapidly; the timedependent decrease in fluorescence was best described by a
single exponential with a relaxation rate of 1 s⫺1 (Fig. 2C).
Binding of ATF-2350 –505 to CRE24 via the monomer and dimer
pathways was simulated by using numerical integration (15). To
simulate the dimer pathway, we employed experimentally determined values of k3 (1.9 ⫻ 105 M⫺1䡠s⫺1) and k⫺3 (0.05 s⫺1). The
rate of DNA binding must be fast to account for the overall
kinetics of the association reaction, so k4 was set at 1010 M⫺1䡠s⫺1,
a diffusion-limited second-order rate constant (19) that takes
into account the potential influence of rate-enhancing parameters such as electrostatic guidance. On the basis of the overall
equilibrium dissociation constant of the [ATF-2350 –505]2䡠CRE24
complex (2.9 ⫻ 10⫺18 M2) and the relationship Kd ⫽ (k⫺3兾
k3)䡠(k⫺4兾k4), k⫺4 was calculated to be 0.11 s⫺1. The concentration
of ATF-2350 –505 dimer at the start of the simulation was defined
by k⫺3兾k3 or by Kdim. In either case, the dimer pathway could
account for the observed rate of DNA binding only if the rate
constant for dimerization of ATF-2350 –505 (k3) were more than 30
times greater than the value inferred from experiment. By
contrast, simulation of binding along the monomer pathway,
using rate constants consistent with the overall equilibrium
dissociation constant and the estimated DNA affinity of a bZIP
monomer (20), reproduced the experimental results (Fig. 2C).
The values of k1 ⫽ 7.5 ⫻ 106 M⫺1䡠s⫺1, k⫺1 ⫽ 200 s⫺1, k2 ⫽ 1 ⫻
1010 M⫺1䡠s⫺1, and k⫺2 ⫽ 0.0011 s⫺1 do not represent a unique
solution: a range of reasonable rates allowed the experimental
data to be simulated under the monomer pathway. Like simpler
bZIP peptide models, we propose that ATF-2350 –505 follows the
monomer pathway to bind specific DNA.

Fig. 4. Comparison of the rate of DNA binding through the monomer and dimer pathways in the presence and absence of excess nonspecific competitor DNA. (A)
SS
Scheme illustrating the monomer-binding pathway utilized by Max22–113 and the covalent dimer pathway utilized by Max22–105
. (B) Phosphorimage illustrating the
SS
relative rate of [32P]Ebox22 binding by Max22–113 and Max22–105
in the presence or absence of competitor hsEbox22. The fraction of DNA bound (⌰) by either Max22–113
SS
(C) or Max22–105 (D) at each time point in the absence (E) or presence (F) of hsEbox22 DNA was normalized to a value of ⌰ ⫽ 1 at equilibrium and fit to a single exponential
to give values of kno comp and kcomp, respectively. Each point represented the average of at least four independent experiments. Error bars represent SE.

of 1兾 ⫽ 0.0013 ⫾ 0.0001 s⫺1 was determined by CD (Fig. 3B).
This value, in combination with the independently measured
equilibrium dissociation constant of the Max22–113 dimer (0.6
M), indicated that the Max22–113 dimer formed slowly (k3 ⫽ 700
M⫺1 s⫺1) and was kinetically stable (k⫺3 ⫽ 0.00044 s⫺1).
To evaluate whether the Max22–113 dimer could function as an
intermediate during formation of the specific DNA complex, we
monitored association of Max22–113 with 32P end-labeled Ebox22
([32P]Ebox22) by gel electrophoresis (Fig. 3C). Max22–113 bound
[32P]Ebox22 rapidly at all concentrations tested, with half-lives
between 25 (2 nM Max22–113) and 60 (0.75 nM Max22–113) sec.
Formation of the [Max22–113]2䡠Ebox22 complex along the
monomer and dimer pathways was simulated by using numerical
integration (15) (Fig. 3C). For simulation of the dimer pathway,
we employed experimentally determined values for k3 (700
M⫺1䡠s⫺1) and k⫺3 (0.00044 s⫺1); k4 was set at 1010 M⫺1䡠s⫺1, the
largest allowed second-order rate constant (19) and k⫺4 was
defined to be 0.016 s⫺1 so that the overall equilibrium dissociation constant calculated from the rates matched the experi11738 兩 www.pnas.org

mentally determined equilibrium dissociation constant of the
complex (10⫺18 M2). This simulation indicated that, along the
dimer pathway, 7,000 sec were required for association of 2 nM
Max22–113 with one-half of the available 50 pM Ebox22 (Fig. 3C).
This length of time was at least 150 times longer than the
experimentally determined half-life at this concentration (25
sec) (Fig. 3C). By contrast, simulation of Ebox22 binding along
the monomer pathway using rate constants (k1 ⫽ 8 ⫻ 107
M⫺1䡠s⫺1, k⫺1 ⫽ 80 s⫺1, k2 ⫽ 8 ⫻ 109 M⫺1䡠s⫺1, and k⫺2 ⫽ 0.008
s⫺1) that were physically reasonable and consistent with the
overall equilibrium dissociation constant reproduced the experimental results. These simulations indicate that the monomer
pathway provides rapid access to the [Max22–113]2䡠Ebox22 complex whereas the dimer pathway does not (Fig. 3C).
Why Is the Monomer Pathway Preferred? The results described

above indicate that the monomer pathway is favored by bZIP and
bHLHZip proteins in vitro. We proposed a physical explanation
for the dominance of the monomer pathway based on electroKohler et al.
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tion factor that followed the dimer pathway. No decrease was
observed for a protein that followed the monomer pathway.
The dimer pathway was slowed, presumably by formation of
long-lived but nonproductive intermediates—those between the
preformed dimer and nonspecific protein and DNA partners.
Implications for Transcription. In vivo, the mass action of excess
nonspecific DNA in the nucleus favors formation of nonspecific
protein–DNA complexes (2). The relatively long lifetime of a
nonspecific complex containing a transcription factor dimer
decreases the efficiency with which the preformed dimer locates
its specific site and increases the possibility of an inappropriate
transcriptional response. Binding through the monomer pathway
allows a dimeric transcription factor to respond rapidly to stimuli
and to locate its target site quickly without becoming entrapped
kinetically at a nonspecific site (28). This method of kinetic
discrimination is reminiscent of the immunological phenomenon
of T cell activation (29). In the immune response, an antigen may
be converted from an agonist to an antagonist by increasing the
rate of dissociation from a T cell receptor. It has been suggested
that coreceptor proteins slow the ligand dissociation rate and
thereby stimulate T cell activation (29, 30). In the realm of
transcription, a large number of viral accessory proteins, including HTLV-I Tax (31–33) and hepatitis B virus pX (34), interact
with bZIP proteins and deregulate cellular transcription. The
mechanism of action of these viral accessory proteins may
involve decreasing the dissociation rate of bZIP proteins from
nonspecific DNA as well as stabilizing bZIP dimers, which
possess a less efficient search mechanism than bZIP monomers.
Note Added in Proof. Rentzeperis et al. (35) reported that the Arc
repressor also binds DNA by following the monomer pathway.
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static guidance (25–27) in an early stage of the reaction (4). Both
the first and the second steps in the monomer pathway are
promoted by strong electrostatic interactions, with slow formation of the dimer occurring as an isomerization on the DNA. But
what benefit might the monomer pathway provide in vivo?
Together, the monomer and dimer pathways constitute a thermodynamic cycle, and no gain in equilibrium specificity can
result from partitioning along the two pathways (4). However,
the two pathways proceed through different intermediates,
which could interact at different rates with nonspecific proteins
and DNA. Therefore, the monomer and dimer pathways could
generate unequal levels of specificity prior to equilibrium. The
rate at which the protein searches for and locates its specific site
in the more elaborate cellular milieu will depend on the relative
rates of interaction with specific and nonspecific competitors.
To compare the rates at which a protein locates its specific
site via the monomer and dimer pathways, we prepared a
SS
variant of Max (Max22–105
) that allowed us to observe DNA
binding along the dimer pathway that we propose is not
normally utilized (Fig. 4A). By virtue of a disulfide bond
SS
covalently linking the coiled coil, Max22–105
bypassed the slow,
initial step along the dimer pathway (Fig. 4 A). We then
SS
compared the rates with which Max22–105
and Max22–113 bound
[32P]Ebox22 in the presence and absence of competitor DNA
containing two mutations within the 6-bp Ebox site (hsEbox22). The fraction of [32P]Ebox22 bound (⌰) as a function of
SS
time by either Max22–113 (Fig. 4C) or Max22–105
(Fig. 4D) in the
absence or presence of 10 nM competitor hsEbox22 was
normalized to a value of ⌰ ⫽ 1 at equilibrium and fit to single
exponentials to give kno comp and kcomp, respectively. In the
absence of hsEbox22 competitor, binding of [32P]Ebox22 by
Max22–113 (Fig. 3C) through the two-step monomer pathway
competed well with one-step binding by the constitutive dimer
SS
Max22–105
(Fig. 3D). The presence of hsEbox22 caused the
SS
preformed dimer, Max22–105
, to bind [32P]Ebox22 more slowly
(Fig. 4D), whereas no effect was observed on the rate of
binding by the Max22–113 monomer (Fig. 4C). Similar results
were obtained for competition with calf thymus DNA or with
HeLa cell nuclear extracts (data not shown). Even low concentrations of nonspecific proteins and DNA selectively decreased the rate of specific complex formation by a transcrip-

